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Innovation sprint
Preparation and facilitation of the first full week 
innovation sprint done at Pandora. 

Area of innovation Click and Collect product. 

Work done during my time as UX Designer in 2022 at Pandora A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark



Innovation sprint

What is it?

The sprint is a 

through design, prototyping, and 
testing ideas 

structured process for 
answering critical business questions 

with customers.

The sprint gives teams a shortcut to 
learning without building and 
launching.

Source: https://www.gv.com/sprint/

https://www.gv.com/sprint/


Innovation sprint

Why doing it?

Through working  we were  
able to shortcut the debate cycle and 

together

compress months into a single week. 

Instead MVP

customer reactions to 
our realistic prototype,

 of waiting to launch a  to 
understand if an idea is any good, we’ve 
got data from 

 before making 
any expensive commitments.



Overview

The team

As an innovation sprint facilitatior I 
was: 

 preparing the sprint, facilitating the 
decision-making process to prioritize and 
narrow the scope, onboarding relevant 
people, taking care of practicalities,

 teaching my colleagues new tools, 
techniques and Ways of Working,

 organising and hosting daily open house 
for all Pandora Digital Hub employees,

 co-running the sprint and securing that 
the work is progressing with desired 
speed,

 cobtributing with my expertese, 

 and finally, supporting high-fidelity 
prototyping.

Core group
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* Organizes workshops etc.

* Facilitates activities
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Interest group
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* Follows progress
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Challenge

What was the focus?

We wanted to innovate around the idea of:

how can we increase the click 
and collect usage in 2022?
To do that we needed to first understand who is a 
typical customer of that service, what is the true 
value of it, what is and what is not working today 
etc. 

This preparation was needed so that we could 
combine bussines and customer value/objectives 
and bring them into the sprint. 

Hence, before the innovation sprint started, we 
did desk research and prepared data to fuel more 
informed decisions during the week. 



Customers

Who were the customers we designer for?

To narrow the scope team decided to focus on one type of customers:

Self purchasers


Recipients

Gifters



Process

How it was done

We followed the overall structure of a GV Sprint, with some adjustments to the process. 

I decided to introduce few other activities as the sprint concept was developed already 
few yeas ago and many new insights and learnings were shared. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Source: https://www.gv.com/sprint/

https://www.gv.com/sprint/


Focus

Common alignment and agree on target

We created a path for the week through 

: an ambitious but manageable piece of the problem, that we 
could solve in one week. 

agreeing on a long-term goal, interviewing 
experts, mapping out the challenges on a Customer Journey Map, and finally picking 
the target for the sprint



Goal

What we decided to focus on?

We started with an intention of:

increasing the click and collect usage in 2022.

Then we decided on two sprint questions:

1: Can we manage for peak seasons better?

2: Can we “be closer” to the customer at every step of the 
way?

And finally we decided on the How Might We (HMW) question for further ideation:

How Might We let our customers know 
when and how to pick up their order?



Focus

Ideation and sketching

We started the day inspiring each other by  of cool click 
and collect solutions from different industries. The team then worked through a 

 approach sketching some first takes on ideas for solutions to the 
HMW question.

presenting existing examples

structured ideation



Focus

Decisions and preparation for prototype

Through a  the team agreed on which would 
have the best chances  They then 
transformed this into a 

structured decision-making process  ideas 
of achieving the HMW question and long-term goal.
storyboard: a step-by-step plan for the prototype.



Focus

Prorotype and preparation for the user test

We build the  in 
usertesting.com (platform for online user test), where the testing would take place in the 
afternoon and evening.

realistic prototype, created a research plan and set the whole thing up



Research

What was our research plan?

Problem/opportunity

How Might We let our customers know when and 

how to pick up their order?

Test objective

Learn how gifters feel about presented experience.

Learn in what way gifters want to engage post-

puchase. 

Learn are gifters willing to purchase again after 

order cancelation.

Hypothesis

In case of cancelation by offering different options 

to gifters we can still make a sale and build 

relationship with customer.

By offering this post-purchase custamisation 

options gifters are more willing to engage with 

Pandora in the future. 

Target audience

Gifters, all genders, UK

Device

Mobile



Focus

Learn from customers

We . While watching watched the recorded user tests together we took notes of all the 
qualitative insights, and finally analyzed them.





Outcome

What happened after the sprint?

The insights we have got from our customers helped us understand which parts of 
the presented solution were great, which needed reiteration and which we could 
abandon. 

Considering all the potential solutions to proceed with, the team used an Impact/
Effort matrix to decide on which one to start out with. They defined it as an Epic 
and broke it down to concrete ideas and next steps.

For who
the is a

that

Pandora e-comm shoppers  had their 
order cancelled  cancellation e-mail  
possibility  enables them to choose between 
alternative options. 

Unlike
our solution

 our current solution or know competitors, 
  offers our customers more control 

over their order.



Takeaways

Some learnings

Well facilitated innovation sprint provides a safe space for all kinds of learnings. 

Trust the process

People usually have their own ways of working and 

“authority” in the room, a lot of these are being 

challenged during the sprint which, for some, can 

be uncomfortable. I have learned it is important to 

listen but also to stay strong and trust the process.

People onboarding

Next time I will spend even more time to onboard 

people and thair leaders into innovation sprint and 

what it means to participate in it. The commitment 

and mandate part is very important to allow people 

to be fully present and contribute. Even tough I had 

1-2-1s with people etc. I could do more, I know it 

because whe had few days where people were in 

and out which was a bit disturbing. 

Other benefits of an innovation sprint

Beside creating and testing ideas fast, there are 

other benefits of the innovation sprin. ,We have 

observed and experienced:

 increased knowledge of the area

 team got to know each other better

 created full idea backlog to explore in the future

 learned more about our customers and how 

they perceive our service.



Thank you for reading!

And if you are in for more, have a look at these:

Experience design Capability building My CV

Sandra Wdowiak

http://sandrawdowiak.com/assets/Experience-design.pdf
http://sandrawdowiak.com/assets/Capability-building.pdf
http://sandrawdowiak.com/assets/SandraWdowiakCV.pdf

